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Symbility Solutions and Weather Fusion
Announce Strategic Partnership
The Associated Press

Symbility Solutions Inc.® (TSX VENTURE: SY)(OTCQX: ATBEF), provider of cloudbased claims technology using the most comprehensive data for the property and
casualty insurance industry, and Weather Fusion LLC, a provider of weather
verification services for the insurance and construction industries, announced today
that they are partnering to bring the industry's leading professional-grade standard
for forensic weather verification capabilities to the Symbility platform, allowing
insurers the ability to order hail reports directly within Symbility Mobile Claims
software.
"Our integration with Symbility enables users to view and archive hail reports
directly within the claim file," states Don Giuliano, CEO of Weather Fusion.
"Symbility is an excellent integration partner committed to improving the overall
customer experience. Supporting the Symbility platform allows our joint customers
to maximize their efficiency when processing hail claims."
"Symbility is constantly looking to augment its capabilities through value-added
partnerships," states James Swayze, CEO of Symbility Solutions. "With Weather
Fusion, we have found an ideal partner who offers ground-breaking hail verification
to complement the Symbility mobile claims platform. We look forward to a longlasting and successful partnership, servicing our mutual customers."
"I'm very glad to see that Weather Fusion and Symbility have completed their
integration," comments Gary Givler, VP, Manager Claims Operations, The Cincinnati
Insurance Companies. "Weather Fusion's PointData hail reports, together with
Symbility, enable our adjusters to quickly and efficiently process hail claims."
About Weather Fusion LLC
Weather Fusion, founded in 2007, is the standard for forensic weather verification.
Weather Fusion's HailScope? verification algorithm is utilized by the insurance and
construction communities for the assessment of, response to, and verification of
hail storms and resulting claims. Originally branded under the trade name
LiveHailMap.com, Weather Fusion is expanding its product offerings in 2013 to meet
broader customer needs. www.weatherfusion.com
About Symbility Solutions Inc.
Symbility Solutions (TSX VENTURE: SY)(OTCQX: ATBEF) is a global software
company dedicated to developing applications for the insurance industry. The
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organization currently has two product family brands: Symbility® and Adjudicare®.
The Symbility platform is a cutting-edge, easy-to-use, cloud-based claims
processing and estimating technology that optimizes claims performance for the
Property & Casualty insurance industry. Relying on the most extensive and
defendable property cost data developed by Marshall & Swift/Boeckh ("MSB"), our
collaborative workflow management, mobile estimating, claims triage solutions and
analytical services allow insurers to reduce costs while delivering a market-leading
claims experience. Symbility Claims solutions, used in conjunction with MSB's
Underwriting Solutions, means property insurers now have a dynamic, marketdriven enterprise solution. Providing a virtual feedback loop between claims and
underwriting systems, this enterprise solution allows insurers to manage property
risks more proactively and effectively.
Adjudicare is an advanced, practical web-based software solution used by a network
of Employee Benefits Brokers and Third-Party Administrator partners across Canada
in the adjudication of health and dental claims. Adjudicare's rules-based engine and
leading-edge features ensure that claims are precisely adjudicated and paid in realtime, giving our partners' customers optimum flexibility, along with transparent
disclosure on the benefit plan's financial performance.
All trade names are the property of their respective owners.
Contacts: Media Contacts: Symbility Solutions Inc. Lucy De Oliveira Marketing
Director 647-775-8607
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